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Recent developments of diplomatic protection are mainly reflected in Draft 
Articles on Diplomatic Protection adopted by International Law Commission in 
2006. This Draft Articles provides enough legal authority and rules for 
diplomatic protection to be used as a method of disputes settlement of 
international investment; however, whether Diplomatic Protection can be 
exercised in specific circumstances needs further research. 
Besides Prelude and Conclusion, this dissertation contains four chapters. 
Chapter one is the overview of diplomatic protection, which deals with the 
definition, nature and authority of diplomatic protection. 
Chapter two analyses recent development and the trend of diplomatic 
protection. Based on the rules of Draft Articles, the author achieves two 
conclusions: first, diplomatic protection tends to recognize “double or multiple 
nationality”, which enlarges the space for diplomatic protection’s application; 
second, diplomatic protection inclines to strictly distinguish the protection for 
shareholders with the protection for company, which prevents shareholders 
from abusing diplomatic protection. 
Chapter three deals with the challenges of diplomatic protection as a 
method of disputes settlement of international investment. The challenges arise 
from two aspects: one is from the aspects of diplomatic protection itself; the 
other is from the relationship between diplomatic protection and the existing 
dispute settlement mechanism of international investment. The content of the 
former includes: first, diplomatic protection is merely a state right rather than a 
state obligation; second, the private interests protected by diplomatic protection 
is not wholly consistent with state rights; third, the measures adopted by 














arbitration and “Calvo local remedies” reject the use of diplomatic protection. 
Chapter Four analyses the role diplomatic protection plays in the existing 
dispute settlement mechanism of international investment. It is true that its role 
should not be principal, but can be the supplementary one, since before the 
individual become the full subject of international law, especially for the 
investor whose home country does not support international investment 
arbitration, diplomatic protection is still a useful and last way to solve 
international investment disputes. Besides that, diplomatic protection is helpful 
to maintain the consistency of judgments and awards of international 
investment.  
 


















BIT Bilateral Investment Treaties 双边投资条约 
ICJ the International Court of Justice 国际法院 




Convention on the Settlement of Investment Disputes 
between States and Nationals of Other States 
《解决国家和他国国民之间投资争端公约》 
ILC International Law Commission 联合国国际法委员会 
MAI Multilateral Agreement on Investment 《多边投资协定》 
NAFTA North American Free Trade Agreement 《北美自由贸易协定》 
OECD Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development 
经济合作与发展组织 
PCIJ the Permanent Court of International Justice 国际常设法院 
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